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Considerable debate has arisen over the genesis of channel networks which are 
widespread over the surface of Mars (1). The debate has largely focused upon whether these 
valleys indicate the former existence of atmospheric conditions conducive to rainfall-runoff 
processes on Mars or whether more benign processes such as groundwater sapping and/or 
degradation of ground-ice under a climate similar to the present could have produced the 
observed morphology. Interpretation of process based upon observation of remotely-sensed 
morphology is always subject to uncertainty due to constraints from image resolution and 
because problems numerous geomorphic processes can produce similar morphology. 
However, all geomorphic interpretations of the Martian surface are limited to these kinds of data 
and their attendant uncertainties. 

Recently, we have been comparing morphologies of terrestrial valleys dominated by 
runoff processes with those dominated by sapping processes in an attempt to determine if the two 
dominant formative processes yield morphologies which can be quantitatively distinguished by 
measuring features visible on aerial images. Morphometric parameters measured in 3rd and 4th 
order basins were used but limited to spatial features so that similar data could be collected from 
Viking photos of Martian valleys where topographic data is unavailable. The most recent analog 
site chosen was the Pryor Mountains, located in southern Montana and northwestern Wyoming; 
comprised of Laramide structural blocks. Similar to many other Rocky Mountain Foreland 
Province structures, the Pryor blocks involve deep crystalline basement thrusting to form 
distinctly asymmetrical uplifts deforming the overlying cover of Paleozoic and Mesozoic 
sedimentary rocks. The four major Pryor Mountain blocks display classic drape fold features 
with their eastern margins steeply to vertically tilted (750-850) while their western dip slopes dip 
gently at about 80-100. Eastern slopes, on steeply-dipping sedimentary rocks, are characterized 
by extensive colluvial deposits and talus aprons and are drained by ephemeral streams in small 
watersheds dominated by runoff processes. In dramatic contrast, western slopes are 
characterized by extensive and deeply incised valleys containing perennial streams fed by large 
springs eminating near the amphitheater-shaped heads of the tributary valleys. These western 
dip-slope valleys are greatly influenced by groundwater sapping through the permeable 
sedimentary rocks and have extensive alluvial fans developed at the base of their slopes where 
these streams debouch onto less resistant shales of the flanking Bighorn Basin. The Pryor 
Mountain area clearly illustrates how valley geometry and morphology as well as dominant 
geomorphic denudational processes are influenced by regional geologic structure and 
stratigraghy. Steeply-dipping areas are prone to colluvial processes dominating surface 
morphology, while gentle dip-slopes are dominated by channel and valley formation enhanced by 
active groundwater sapping processes. 

Stream length and stream number show strong linear relationships with basin area as 
predicted by standard basin morphometric relationships (2), regardless of the dominance of 
sapping or runoff processes (Fig 1). Difficulty in distinguishing basins can be attributed to the 
complicating effects of composite processes operating in all terrestrial channels. Sapping 
dominated basins are significantly different than runoff dominated basins when parameters 
including basin shape, basin symmetry, drainage density, and canyon aremasin area are 
considered (Fig. 1). Like previous studies of terrestrial analog systems influenced by sapping 
and runoff (3,4), spatial morphometric parameters are sufficent to discriminate between two 
distinct basin sets based upon their form. 

Comparison with slope networks along Valles Marineris on Mars shows that there are 
distinct differences between Martian and terrestrial basins (Fig 2). Both terrestrial anal Mars 
basins exhibt strong linear relationships between stream length and stream number versus basin 
area, however, these relationships have drastically different slopes. Mars slope valleys have 
significantly fewer and shorter streams for basins of similar order versus basin area than their 
terrestrial counterparts; supporting an interpretation invoking groundwater sapping processes in 
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the formation of Valles Marineris networks. Lower channel density and less developed channels 
are consistent with sapping processes because the predominant contributing areas to each channel 
would be in the subsurface, requiring little or no surface expression. We do not feel these 
differences can be attributed to limited resolution of the Viking photos because several high 
resolution images along the slope valleys show no indication of lower order channels. 

Work in progress is continuing by extending these morphometric analyses to numerous 
dry valleys on the ancient cratered terrain of Mars. Preliminary results indicate that these valleys 
are more similar to terrestrial valleys than the Martian slope valleys along Valles Marineris or 
along several of the Martian volcanoes. We have not been able to clearly determine whether the 
dry valleys have more similarity to sapping or runoff valleys on Earth. This may indicate that 
dry valley networks formed from a combination of both processes or may be attributed to image 
resolution difficulties. Dry valleys are exceedingly difficult to measure in detail because of the 
degradation of their host terrain and the lack of high resolution photos in these areas. 

In summary, we feel that there is good morphometric evidence that different processes 
are likely to have formed the Martian slope valleys (i.e. Valles Marineris and volcano valleys) 
and the widely-distributed Martian dry valleys. Based on similarities with terrestrial analog 
studies, we feel that sapping processes are consistent with the morphology observed in the slope 
valleys. Investigations of terrestrial networks which include relief measures have proven 
considerably more successful than those based purely upon spatial parameters, which indicates 
that further research on these questions on Mars will require extensive topographic data and 
better image resolution of the type that could possibly be aquired from the Mars Observer 
mission. . . . 
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Fig. 1 Examples of morphometric relationships Fig. 2. Differing relationships for Earth 
in Pryor Mountains. Legend for both Figures and Mars. (Earth=Pryors, Mars=Valles 
(dots = Pryors runoff, slash = Pryors sapping, Marineris). 
X's = Valles Marineris, Mars) 
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